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The Cherry Hotel is located on the main street in the downtown area of Wilson, No C. 
The hotel is located on a flat lot on the northeast corner of Nash and Lodge Streets 
To the left stands Thomas-Yelverton Funeral Home and to the right is the Atlantic 
Coastline Railroad Station. Directly-across the street is a used car lot. 

The hotel was started about 1917 for Rufys A. Cherry) . designed by Charles C. 
Benton and built by Joe W. Stout and Company. "The Cherry Hotel epitomized hotel design 
for the period. The e~aborate metal cornice with its plume motifs on the corner crowns 
a syrrnnetrical facade." The six-story brick building typifies the many medium-sized 
hotels built in small cities in the early twentieth century, echoing in simplified fashion 
the base-shaft-capital organization and Beaux Arts detail of the nation's railroad oriented 
hotel architecture. Life its several contemporaries in North Carolina, it occupied a key 
role in the early twentieth century development of the town in which it stood. It is top
ped by a modillion block cornice with an anthemion cresting. The Beaux Arts entrance 
featutures lions masks supporting the,elaborate point in the entrance. To the left of 
the main entrance is a smaller entrance to a grill am to the right of the main entrance 
is a smaller entrance to a tavern. 

The hotel is U-shaped and six stories in height with approximately two hundred rooms. 
The rooms are simple, small and architecturally unadorned. They were typical of hotel 
rooms of the first quarter of the twentieth century. The lobby, banquet rooms and public 
areas are well-appointed and intact. 

The lobby which is the fecal point of the interior is two stories in height with 
the mezzanine from the second floor behind the hotel desk. The stone-veneered 
first floor serves as a base for this composition. The lobby desk is oak with a marble 
top and marble baseboard. Four Art Deco lighting fixtures hang from the ceiling with 
other Art Deco lighting fixtures on the walls. To the left of the hotel desk is a marble 
stair, with wrought iron handrails, leading to the mezzanine area. A single elevator is 
~djacent to the stairs. Immediately to the left of the lobby area stands the grill area 
which is not original with the construction, but added later. The grili was simple and 
small, and typical of grill decor of the late 1940s and early 1950s with approximately 
twelve booths and a coffee counter. The three arched front windows are surrounded with 
with a carved wood molding with a classical transom. Off the lobby area to the right 
stands the tavern (used in earlier years as a meeting room). Along the hall to the ball
room is the newspaper stand and a two-chair barber shop_ The ballroom is two stories in 
height with a tile floor and beams with art deco lighting fixtures. A bay from the 
mezzanine'with wrought iron rail stands over the ballroom .. 

Footnotes 

Bainbridge, Robert C. and Ohno, Kate, Wilson, North Carolina: Historic Buildings 
Inventory.. 1980, p. 74 .. 

2 Ibid .. 
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The Cherry Hotel, built in 1917, was designed by Charles C. Benton. The hotel 
served the needs of train passengers and motorists traveling between New York and 
Florida, since Wilson was the midpoint between the two locations. Salesmen and tobac
conists also used the Cherry Hotel as their headquarters during the tobacco season 
which was so vital to the economic well-being of the area and the state. The Cherry 
Hotel also served as a local social center because of its ballroom. The structure 
is an example of refined hotel architecture found throughout North Ca~olina during the 
first quarter of the twentieth century. It has a Beaux Arts inspired entrance cor~ist
ing of three arched bays with a smaller-scaled shop entrance on either side. There is 
a pleasing symmetry of one-, two-, and three-part bays on the facade and an elaborate 
metal cornice with dentils and cresting. The interior was inspired by the Art Deco 
style and much of the original trim remains intact. The hotel is a reminder of the 
elegance of hotels during the early twentieth century both in the architectural and 
social aspect. 

Criteria Assessment: 

Ac The Cherry Hotel was yi.tal to the urbanization of Wilson in the early twentieth 
century railroad and commerce-based growth of the town, and a regional center for 
entertainment and social activity. 

Co The brick building typifies the many medium-sized hotels builL in small cities 
across the nation in the early twentieth century. It echoes in simplified fashion 
the base-shaft-capital organization of an elaborate first story, plain middle stories, 
and enriched roof line of its grander comtemporaries, as well as simplified Beaux 
Arts detail .. 
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Th~ Cherry Hotel, begun in 1917, was design~d by architect C. C. Benton, and 
built by contractor J. C. Stout, both Rocky Mount men important in regional architec
ture of eastern North Carolina. The Hotel was among the key endeavors in the rail
road-based urbanization that swept North Carolina in the early twentieth century. 
The first two decades of the century brought long rural North Carolina its first great 
burst of urbanization, which focused not in a single leading metropolis but in small 
cities across the state. Vital to th~t growth was the construction of the first big 
buildings these towns had ever seen, including hotels such as the Cherry. They depended 
upon and spurred the growing rail system, which in turn generated the commerce upon 
which these little cities flourished. In Wilson, the railroad was key to its growth 
in these years, and the hotel functioned as a social and entertainment center for the 
town and for the rural and small-town population of much of eastern North Carolina. 

The Cherry Hotel is significant to the economic and social development of Wilson 
and eastern North Carolina. Wilson has seen many hotels and boarding houses come and go 
such as the Battle, Briggs, Seabrook Imperial and Belmont hotels, but none with the 
glory and significance of the Cherry Hotel. "The Cherry was a

1
mirror of life as it was 

lived day by day ..... the comic, the tragic, and the ridiculous,," 

According th Mary Edmondson, a long time hotel employee, "They started on it around 
1917, but theY2ran out of money and had to come back later and finish it. R. A. Cherry 
had it built." The hotel was not listed in the 1920 Wilson, North Carolina Directory 
published by Hill Directory, but was listed in the 1922-1923 Directory •. The advertisement 
from that directory stated that it offered the America~ Plan, 200 rooms of solid comfort, 
and absolutely fireproof with R. A. Cherry as manager. A 1928 advertisement of the Cherry 
stated "J. T. Barnes, manager, American Plan, oposite A.C.L. Passenger Station~ Wilson 
is exceptionally provided with good hotels, and in view of this fact traveling men make 
it a special point to be in this city for the weekend. The railroads that center here 
also favor this arrangement, giving conveniences for quick transportation in all directions. 
Over two hundred traveling salesmen make Wilson headquarters. The Cherry Hotel has be
come a favorite with the better class of traveling salesmen. The hotel is most modern 
throughout, contains many rooms, serves mo~t excellent meals and provides in every way 
service required by the traveling public .. " 

On March 20, 1919, J. E. Giles sold §he lot on which the hotel is located to R. A. 
Cherry, Jbhn T. Barnes and W. N. Harrell. On February 19, 1921, R. t. Cherry, John T. 
Barnes, and W. N. Ha~rell transferred the title to Hotel Cherry, Inc. On July 17, 1925, 
the lot behind the hotel (Lot 4--Adkins property) ~as transferred to Hotel Cherry, Inc. 
by John To Barnes, R. A. Cherry and W. N. Harrell. On September830,1948, the deed was 
changed from the Hotel Cherry, Inc. to Cherry Hotel, Corporation. On ~ePtember 30, 1949, 
the property was deeded from Cherry Hotel Corporation to D. L. Connett. One month later 
D. L. Connett transferred throtitle to Cherry-Wilson Corporation. This group has main
tained ownership since then. 

The Cherry Hotel from its inception to the end of the 1940s and World War II grew and 
prospered through its tourists, salesman, and tobacconists. Wilson was the midpoint 
and stopping place between New York and Florida for travelers on U. S. 301. The Cherry 
Hotel was only separated from the railroad by Lodge Street and train travelers only had 

to walk from the passenger station across the street if they needed lodging. The sales-
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men and ~articularly the tobacconists were regular roomers with many staying at the hotel 
during the whole tobacco season, year after year: The Cherry Hotel was the social meet
ing place in Wilson. Many dances, Junior-Senior proms, and bridal parties were held 
in the ballroom. Civic clubs and conventions were held there as well. "All the big 
celebrities who came to Wilson stayed there. lrrry Como, Arthur Godfrey, Guy Lombardo, 
and the Fontaine Sisters were among the many .. " 

With the improvement in the road systems and building of motels on U. S. 301, 
and the decrease in train traffic, the Cherry Hotel was doomed to die a slow and agon
izing death. "She served well as Wilson's showplace for decades. She achieved statuses 
that are unlike~y to be matched by any other single establishment in Wilson. She catered 
to the rich, and the poor, the young and old and held the respect of them all. Today the 
Cherry is comparable to the aged and ~he infirm. Stripped of her pride, her dignity, 
her posture, she is only a shell of her former self. She stan12 mute, testimony to the 
ravages of time. But her record will be there for porterityo" The Cherry Hotel closed 
in 1981 .. 
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Footnotes: 

lWilson Daily Times, May 16, 1981; Taylor, "Hotel Cherry", p .. IDA .. 

2Ibid " 

3 

3Hill Directory Company, Wilson, North Carolina, 1922-1923, Richmond, Virginia, 
p .. 58 .. 

4 Weaver, C. E., Sketches of Wilson, North Carolina, Richmond, Virginia: Central 
Publishing Company, 1928, p. 22. 

5Wilson County Courthouse, Register of Deeds Office, Deed Book 113, p •. 184. 

6Ibid , Deed Book 125, p. 575. 

7Ibid , Deed Book 157, p. 451. 

8Ibid ,Deed Book 363, p. 3~ .. 

9Ibid , Deed Book 381, p. 337. 

10Ibid , Deed Book 381, p. 348. 

llWilson-naily Times, October 16, 1908; Rawlings, "Hotel Cherry", p. 12. 

12Wilson Daily Times, May 16, 1981; Taylor, "Hotel Cherry", p .. lOA. 
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